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Stickersheets and Sticker
will be available soon!

NEW!

A sparrow who enjoys flying, a fishing pelican, a wandering chicken
who finds happiness, an astronomic duck, a flight-crazy wild boar, a
singing raven and a medical squirrel - „Boehms‘ Animal Life“ introduces for the first time the characters of picture book sisters Andrea
& Lee D. Böhm to the very youngest. The title is inspired by „Brehm‘s
Animal Life“, a zoological reference work created by the German
zoologist Alfred Brehm in the 19th century, which achieved world
fame.
playful first reading experiences for toddlers
lovely rhymes and enchanting illustrations
stimulates the linguistic and visual development of children
in a variety of ways
Boehms‘ Animal Life
(Böhms Tierleben)
1st Edition 2022 | Brochure | 16 pages
16 x 16 cm | 6,29 x 6,29 in
EUR 7,95 | 978-3-947511-03-7
Age: 0-3 years
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Only the little sparrow does not dare to fly. He would like to because
soon the big party for all first-time flying birds will take place. But
what to do if a terrible monster is lurking under the nest? The fat cow
grazing nearby is surely just waiting to devour him! The little sparrow does not believe all his parents‘ words about the harmless cow.
He prefers to trust the pretty cat, who tries to lure him out of the nest
with trickery...
exciting story about false fears and real dangers
teaches children in a funny way to recognize who means
well and who is up to no good
The Little Sparrow and the Monster
(Der kleine Spatz und das Ungeheuer)
3rd Edition 2020 | Hardcover | 32 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN 978-3-947511-05-1
Age: 3+
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The pelican has been hit badly. Gravely ill, he can no longer catch
any fish. So he asks a bear nearby to give him some of his catch. The
bear refuses and continues fishing without a care. He only begins to
listen when the pelican tells him about the magic fish, which gives its
owner infinite power but is difficult to distinguish from normal fish.
Fortunately, the pelican offers his help in finding the miraculous
creature! On one condition: The bear must provide him with food
until the magic fish is found....
funny look at the ability to remain calm, level-headed and
composed, even in a hopeless situation
teaches children that there is always a way
out when you use your head
The Clever Pelican and the Magic Fish
(Der schlaue Pelikan und der Zauberfisch)
2nd Edition 2020 | Hardcover | 24 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN 978-3-947511-08-2
Age: 4+
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Hen Angelika has a hard time living on a farm full of chickens who
place the highest value on their magnificent titles of nobility. She is
the only one with a simple first name so she is mocked by the chickens and ignored by the beautiful but vain rooster. She spends her
days daydreaming and standing in a corner all by herself. One day
the well-traveled earthworm Gregor tells her about Meadow Happiness, the chicken farm where no one is judged by its name. After
short hesitation, Angelika sets off...
timeless topics: bullying, loneliness and how to fight it
shows how to take control of one‘s life despite being bullied
by mean people
Hen Angelika
(Das Huhn Angelika)
1st Edition 2017 | Hardcover | 40 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN 978-3-00-055746-0
Age: 5+
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The little duck has a strange hobby. At night she sits alone in front of
the barn and watches the stars for hours. Unfortunately, this makes
her the laughing stock of all the ducks and chickens on the farm.
Moreover she is often so tired during the day that one misfortune
after another happens to her. One night she is disturbed while stargazing - by the fox, who is already looking forward to fresh prey! But
the clumsy duck puts a spoke in his wheel...
exciting story of a fierce outsider whose clumsiness
saves the whole community
encourages children to pursue their interests and hobbies
The Clumsy Duck and the Starlit Sky
(Die tollpatschige Ente und der Sternenhimmel)
2nd Edition 2021 | Hardcover | 32 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN 978-3-947511-04-4
Age: 3+
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No one understands the little wild boar although it has only one simple wish: He wants to fly through the air and look at the world above
the treetops! What he manages to do effortlessly in his dream turns
out to be difficult in reality. Despite some setbacks, the little wild
boar does not give up. However, he cannot enjoy his first flight over
the forest for long. He suddenly discovers a familiar enemy on the
ground: It is the huntsman who stalks the herd cluelessy enjoying a
mud bath...
shows that even for wild boars flying can be a good idea
encourages children to pursue a goal and to look for
new solutions besides the path
The Little Wild Boar and the Divine Flight
(Das kleine Wildschwein und der traumhafte Flug)
2nd Edition 2022 | Hardcover | 32 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN: 978-3-947511-10-5
Age: 3+
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The little raven is quite confident: If you sing Christmas carols
together, Santa Claus will come and bring lots of presents! That is
what he learned from humans when he overheard them while baking
cookies. When he tells the other ravens about his discovery, he is
only laughed at. Even worse, no one shows up for the first practice
session of the newly founded raven choir. Instead of being sad, the
little raven decides to sing alone. Soon, other ravens also find joy in
singing in the choir....
heart-warming Christmas story
teaches children about confidence, team spirit and
the magic of music
The Ravens‘ Christmas
(Die Rabenweihnacht)
1st Edition 2021 | Hardcover | 32 pages
24 x 33 cm | 9,44 x 12,99 in
EUR 14,95 (D) | ISBN 978-3-947511-00-6
Age: 3+
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ABOUT THE CHILDREN‘S BOOK SISTERS
BÖHM & BÖHM

© Kerstin Dölitzsch

2015

2016

Under the label BÖHM & BÖHM, sisters Andrea Böhm (author) and
Lee D. Böhm (illustrator) have been publishing a joint children‘s book
every year since 2015. So far, six books have been published, each of
which has been presented to a steadily growing fan base with great
success.

2017

2018

2021

2019
At the printing house Pöge, Leipzig 2022
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ABOUT THE CHILDREN‘S BOOK SISTERS
BÖHM & BÖHM

Andrea Böhm (author)

Phone.:
Email: 		
Web: 		

+49 171 1648286
andrea@boehm-und-boehm.de
www.boehm-und-boehm.de

© Kerstin Dölitzsch

was born in 1974 in Ludwigslust and grew up in Grabow, a small town
in the German North-East state Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
She studied at the Otto Suhr Institute for Political Science at the Free
University of Berlin and graduated as a political scientist. She lives
and works in Leipzig.

was born in 1969 in Ludwigslust and grew up in Grabow. She studied
illustration at the Leipzig Academy of Fine Arts and graduated with
honors. With a graduate scholarship from the German state of
Saxony, she then became a master student of painting. Lee D. Böhm
illustrated, among others, the textbook „English for beginners“,
which was awarded by Stiftung Buchkunst in 2002, and the edition
of the „Universal Declaration of Human Rights“ published by
Büchergilde Gutenberg in 2005. She lives and works in Leipzig.
Phone: 		
Email: 		
Web: 		
		

+49 170 9892796
lee@lee-d-boehm
www.lee-d-boehm.de
www.boehm-und-boehm.de
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© Mirko Jörg Kellner

Lee D. Böhm (painter & illustrator)

BÖHM & BÖHM
Reichelstraße 2
04109 Leipzig
Phone: +49 171 164 82 86
Email: info@boehm-und-boehm.de
www.boehm-und-boehm.de

Literature Agencies:
Wellread & Boekenreis Agency
Christina Wu
www.wellread.nl
Jianmei Agency
Jenny Gao
www.jianmei-agency.de

